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Abstract
Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is a chronic illness with higher incidence in women.
Dysregulated neural oscillatory activity is an emerging mechanism underlying MDD, however whether sex differences in these rhythms contribute to the development of MDD symptoms is unknown. Using the chronic unpredictable stress model, we found that stress-resilient and susceptible animals exhibited sex-specific oscillatory markers in the prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex, nucleus accumbens and hippocampus. Resilient females were predominantly characterized by increased hippocampal theta power and coherence, while resilient males exhibited increased system-wide gamma coherence. In susceptible animals, the females displayed a widespread increase in delta and reduced theta power, however males showed few within-sex differences that could delineate stress susceptibility from resilience. Finally, stress responses were mediated by the temporal recruitment of specific neural pathways, culminating in system-wide changes that correlated with the expression of depression-like behaviours. These findings show that neurophysiological responses can serve as predictive markers of behaviours linked to depression in a sex-specific manner.
Main
About 10% of the world population suffers from major depressive disorder (MDD), with the prevalence being two times greater in women than in men 1, 2 . Chronic stress is an established risk factor for the development of MDD 3 , with clinical and preclinical studies showing females have greater behavioural sensitivity to chronic stress exposure [4] [5] [6] [7] . This suggests that sexdifferences exist within the stress response neural circuitry linked to the development of depression symptoms 8 . Despite the known predominance of depression in women, the majority of clinical and preclinical studies that have examined the influence of stress on depression have not employed sex as a factor. Thus, the mechanisms that contribute to increased female vulnerability to depression remain poorly understood.
The dysregulation of circuit function within the putative depression network has been linked to depression symptoms and antidepressant responsiveness, with many studies focusing on low frequency changes 9 . Electroencephalography (EEG) studies most commonly report frontal and parietal alpha asymmetries as potential endophenotypes of MDD [10] [11] [12] [13] , as these patterns have been found to distinguish currently symptomatic and remitted patients from individuals with no history of depression 11, 12, 14, 15 . Alterations in midline theta activity in MDD are also commonly reported although results are not consistent, with some studies showing increased 16, 17 , decreased [18] [19] [20] [21] or no change 22,23 in midline theta. A relationship between midline theta and antidepressant treatment response also exists but with the same discrepancies in findings 17, 20, [24] [25] [26] . Gamma band deficits are also implicated as a potential marker of MDD [27] [28] [29] and therapeutic antidepressant efficacy [30] [31] [32] , with increased gamma associated with the remission of depression symptoms.
Few studies have considered the role of sex in dysregulated network activity in MDD, and of those that exist, there appears to be no consensus. For example, EEG studies have reported that the frontal alpha asymmetry is only present in women with MDD 33-36 while others have shown it in both sexes 16, 37 . It has also been reported that only women have a positive association between frontal asymmetry and MDD severity 15, 33 . Similarly, whereas one study found that only women with MDD had increased right over left parietal activity 16 , another reported that women with MDD showed no differences in parietal activation compared to healthy controls 38 .
To better understand the role of neural oscillatory dysregulation in MDD, and the potential contribution to female stress vulnerability and depression, more information on how sex influences circuit function is required. We therefore evaluated sex differences in circuit function adaptations induced by chronic unpredictable stress (CUS) exposure in rats and discerned the ability of these functional signatures to serve as early markers of resilience or susceptibility. We found distinct sex-, regional-, and time-dependent differences in stressinduced neurophysiological patterns that exhibited low within group variability. Whereas the resilient and susceptible females exhibited distinct predictive patterns, the susceptible male rats were more clearly identified by a lack of expression of a male resilient signature. Overall, repeated stress exposure induced the temporal recruitment of circuits in susceptible and resilient animals, resulting in a system-wide network change that correlated directly to the expression of depression-like behaviours.
Results
The CUS model of depression is considered to be the animal model of depression with the greatest validity and translational potential 39 . This is largely due to the fact that it can delineate sex differences as well as differences in stress vulnerability in rodents 6 . The present study was designed to acquire an approximate 50:50 cohort of stress-susceptible and -resilient animals within each sex. To distinguish between the two cohorts of animals, we employed two tests of depression-like behaviours (the forced swim test (FST) and the sucrose preference test (SPT) for despair and anhedonia, respectively). To be considered stress-susceptible, animals must have displayed significant changes from baseline in both the FST (60% increase in immobility) and the SPT (20% reduction in sucrose preference) 40 . At baseline, there were no sex differences in time spent immobile in the FST, while females showed lower sucrose preference, compared to males ( Supplementary Fig. 1a, b ). In the females, we observed that a maximum of 3 weeks of CUS exposure was sufficient to induce a depression-like phenotype in approximately half of the animals, whereas males required a maximum of 5 weeks of CUS exposure ( Supplementary Fig. 2a, b) . A test of anxiety-like behaviour (elevated plus maze (EPM)) was also included. At baseline, males exhibited greater anxiety-like behaviour, compared to females ( Supplementary Fig. 1c ), however following CUS exposure, no animals in either sex were found to have anxiety-like behaviour ( Supplementary Fig. 2c ). No behaviours were found to be correlated to the estrous cycle stage in female rats (Supplemental Fig. 3b , c). Further, cycling was significantly disrupted by week 2 of CUS in resilient and susceptible females (Supplemental Fig. 3n ).
Sex-and resiliency-dependent changes in stress-induced oscillatory power
Both clinical and preclinical evidence has demonstrated an important role for neural oscillations in depression 9 . Yet, to our knowledge, the literature that has evaluated sex differences in depression-associated oscillations is limited with inconsistent findings 41 .
Therefore, we first wanted to characterize sex differences in baseline and stress-induced oscillatory power in regions implicated in depression, namely the prefrontal cortex (PFC), cingulate cortex (Cg), nucleus accumbens (NAc) and dorsal hippocampus (dHIP). At baseline we found no sex differences in spectral power within the PFC or Cg, however in the NAc, female rats showed lower beta power ( Supplementary Fig. 1d-f ). The majority of baseline sex differences were seen in the dHIP, as females displayed greater theta and beta power in this region, and lower delta and high gamma power, compared to males ( Supplementary Fig. 1g ).
Further, the estrous cycle did not impact baseline spectral power in any brain region ( Supplementary Fig. 3d -g).
We then examined the impact of CUS on oscillatory power and the associated sex-and resiliency-dependent differences from baseline measures. For all stress-susceptible animals, the LFP data from the day prior to their first expression of a depression-like phenotype was utilized for analysis. For all stress-resilient animals, data from the last day of CUS exposure was used.
We observed prominent sex-and region-dependent changes in spectral power in response to stress exposure in susceptible and resilient animals ( Fig. 1 ). Within the PFC, only susceptible females exhibited increased delta power (1-4 Hz) (P<0.0001) compared to baseline ( Fig. 1a ).
Both susceptible males and females had reduced theta (6-10 Hz) power (M: P=0.04, F:P<0.0001), however this reduction was significantly larger in females ( Fig. 1a ). Further, the resilient females displayed increased beta (>12-30 Hz) (P>0.0001), low gamma (>30-60 Hz) (P=0.001) and high gamma power (>60-100 Hz) (P=0.001) following CUS exposure; changes not observed in males (Fig. 1b ).
In the Cg, CUS induced enhanced delta power and reduced theta (6-10 Hz) power in both susceptible males (delta: P=0.004; theta: P=0.004) and females (delta: P<0.0001, theta: P<0.0001) ( Fig. 1c ). Similar to that observed in the PFC, this change in theta power was more robust in females, compared to males. Moreover, only resilient female rats exhibited increased low gamma (P=0.014) and high gamma power (P=0.001) from baseline following CUS exposure ( Fig. 1d ). Within the NAc, a stress-induced reduction in theta (6-10 Hz) power was observed in susceptible females only (P<0.0001) ( Fig. 1e) . Additionally, increased beta (P<0.0001) and low gamma power (P=0.006) was exclusively seen in resilient females (Fig. 1f ). Lastly, in the dHIP, a reduction in theta power was once again observed in susceptible males (P=0.007) and females (P=0.004) following stress exposure although, unlike the other regions, this was restricted to the 7-9 Hz frequency band. Conversely, resilient females displayed increased theta (7-9 Hz) power (P<0.0001), in addition to reduced delta power (P=0.014) ( Fig. 1g ). Male-specific changes in high gamma power were also seen. Notably, a significant increase and reduction in high gamma power was found in resilient (P=0.004) and susceptible (P=0.036) males, respectively ( Fig. 1h ).
In summary, stress induced sex-and resiliency-dependent changes in oscillatory power in a region-specific manner. Overall, stress susceptibility in both sexes appeared to be characterized by low frequency power changes, with females showing more robust changes. However, stress resiliency was characterized by increased high frequency power in a sex-dependent manner (PFC, Cg, NAc in females and dHIP in males).
Sex-and resiliency-dependent changes in stress-induced oscillatory coherence
As distinct resiliency-and sex-dependent stress-associated alterations in oscillatory power were observed, we next sought to evaluate stress-induced alterations in inter-regional communication through coherence ( Fig. 2 ). Similar to that of spectral power, the stage of the estrous cycle was not found to influence baseline coherence ( Supplementary Fig. 3h -m). At baseline, females had higher coherence in the delta, theta, and beta frequency bands in all region connections, except the Cg-NAc and PFC-dHIP, compared to males ( Supplementary Fig. 1h -m).
Further, at baseline, those females subsequently categorized as resilient exhibited higher theta (6-10 Hz) coherence within the dHIP connections, specifically in the PFC-dHIP (P=0.001), Cg-dHIP (P<0.0001) and NAc-dHIP (P=0.002), compared to females subsequently categorized as susceptible ( Fig. 2a-c) .
Following CUS exposure, theta (6-10 Hz) coherence alterations were observed in both sexes. In susceptible female rats, a stress induced a reduction in theta (6-10 Hz) coherence was observed between the PFC-NAc (P=0.002), PFC-Cg (P=0.028) and Cg-NAc (P=0.03).
Conversely, resilient males exhibited a stress-associated increase in theta (6-10 Hz) coherence between the PFC-NAc (P=0.046) and Cg-NAc (P=0.038) ( Fig. 2d-f ). Resilient males also showed a distinct pattern of a global increase in high gamma coherence (PFC-NAc: P=0.028, PFC-Cg: P=0.003, PFC-dHIP: P<0.0001, Cg-NAc: P=0.004, Cg-dHIP: P=0.001, NAc-dHIP: P<0.0001) ( Fig. 3 ). To summarize, results indicated that increased and reduced theta coherence is predominantly implicated in female stress resilience and vulnerability, respectively, while male resilience is more closely linked with a global upregulation in high gamma coherence.
Sex-dependent correlations between stress-induced oscillatory changes and despair-like behaviour
Next, we wanted to determine whether the sex-specific stress-induced changes in oscillatory power and coherence observed were linked to the expression of a depression-like phenotype. Therefore, we correlated oscillatory changes with immobility time in the FST ( Fig. 4 and 5), as it was the most robust behavioural change observed in susceptible animals following CUS. At baseline, female rats displayed a significant a negative correlation between theta (6-10 Hz) power and immobility in the PFC, Cg and NAc, and these relationships were strengthened following CUS exposure ( Fig. 4a-c) . However, no significant correlation was observed with delta or theta power in these regions in males (Supplemental Fig.4a -c). In the dHIP, however, delta and theta (7-9 Hz) power showed a significant positive and negative relationship with immobility, respectively, in both sexes, with a stronger relationship in females ( Fig. 4d, e ).
Consistent with the reported stress-induced changes in dHIP high gamma power in males only, a male-specific negative correlation between high gamma power and immobility time was evident ( Fig. 4f ). Within the PFC and NAc, beta, low gamma and high gamma power were negatively correlated to immobility in females only (Supplemental Fig. 4d , f). Neither sex exhibited high frequency correlations in the Cg (Supplemental Fig. 4e ).
Theta (6-10 Hz) coherence between the PFC-dHIP, Cg-dHIP and NAc-dHIP was negatively related to immobility in females, but not males ( Fig. 5a -c). As high gamma coherence was globally increased in resilient males, we investigated whether this change was related to despair-like behaviour. Immobility negatively correlated to high gamma coherence between the PFC-NAc and NAc-dHIP of males ( Fig. 5d -i) with no significant correlations in females (Supplemental Fig. 5a -f). Coherence between the PFC-NAc also correlated to immobility in the theta, beta and low gamma frequency bands and the NAc-dHIP coherence correlated in the delta, beta and low gamma frequency bands, in males only ( These findings indicate that the stress-induced alterations in spectral power and coherence were functionally related to the expression of behavioural despair in the FST following CUS exposure, in a sex-specific manner. In females, low frequency power in all regions and high frequency power in the PFC and NAc were most tightly coupled to behavioural despair, while in males, high gamma power in the dHIP and spectral coherence in the PFC-NAc and NAc-dHIP showed the strongest inverse relationship with behavioural despair following stress exposure.
Predictive capacity of sex-dependent stress-induced oscillatory alterations
Our next goal was to delineate the time course during which these oscillatory changes occurred to determine whether early onset changes had the capacity to predict the subsequent development of a depression-like phenotype. As previously mentioned, LFP data collected 24 h prior to the first expression of a depression-like phenotype was used for stress-susceptible animals. Thus, for the purpose of the time course analyses, this day has been labeled as initial depression phenotype (IDP). All preceding time points are indicated by the number of days prior to IDP. For stress-resilient animals, IDP was considered the last day of CUS exposure.
In females, a pronounced distinction between stress-resilience and vulnerability was the observed changes in low frequency (delta and theta) power ( Fig. 1 ). When investigated further, we found that theta (6-10 Hz) power alterations preceded those in the delta frequency band ( Fig. 6a-d). Theta (6-10 Hz) power first decreased in the PFC of susceptible females, followed by the NAc at 9 days (P=0.01) and 7 days (P=0.035) prior to IDP, respectively ( Fig. 6a, b ). Reduced theta (6-10 Hz) power was last observed in the Cg (P=0.001) and the dHIP (P=0.004) at 4 days prior to IDP ( Fig. 6c, d) . Similarly, increased delta power in susceptible females was first seen in the PFC but occurred much later at 2 days prior to IDP (P=0.01) ( Fig. 6a ). This was followed by increased delta power occurring in the NAc (P<0.0001), Cg (P<0.0001) and dHIP (P=0.001) on IDP ( Fig. 6b-d ). In contrast, resilient females exhibited reduced delta power and increased theta (7-9 Hz) power in the dHIP ( Fig. 1g ) and these alterations were found to be an early adaptive stress response, occurring two days after the beginning of CUS exposure (i.e. IDP-16) (delta: P=0.015, theta: P<0.0001) ( Fig. 6d ). Low frequency power changes were observed in susceptible males as well, with significantly increased delta power and decreased theta (6-10 Hz) power observed 16 days prior to IDP in all brain regions (Supplemental Fig. 6a-d ). However, these changes either did not persist or were also observed in resilient males.
A key marker of female resilience appeared to be increased power in the gamma frequency bands within the PFC, Cg and NAc; changes not observed in males ( Fig. 1 ). When the time course was examined, we found that both low and high gamma alterations first occurred in the Cg 16 (P=0.031) and 11 days (P=0.011) prior to IDP, respectively ( Fig. 6e ). Low gamma and high gamma power was next increased in the PFC of resilient females at 9 (P=0.001) and 4 days (P=0.007) prior to IDP, respectively ( Fig. 6f ). Low gamma power was also increased 9 days prior to IDP in the NAc (P=0.035) ( Fig. 6g ). Conversely, alterations in high gamma power within the dHIP were found to distinguish between stress resilient and susceptible males, with susceptible males exhibiting reduced high gamma power 16 days prior to IDP and resilient males showing increased high gamma power on IDP (Supplemental Fig. 6e ).
Stress vulnerability in females was also marked by reduced theta (6-10 Hz) coherence between the PFC-NAc, PFC-Cg and Cg-NAc ( Fig. 2d-f ). When the timelines were examined, we observed that theta (6-10 Hz) coherence was first decreased between the PFC-NAc (P<0.0001) and the PFC-Cg (P=0.005) 9 days prior to IDP ( Fig. 6h , i). This same reduction then occurred between the Cg-NAc 4 days prior to IDP (P=0.006) ( Fig. 6j ).
A prominent marker that accompanied male resilience to stress was a global increase in high gamma coherence ( Fig. 3 ). We found that this alteration first occurred in resilient males in the NAc-dHIP 25 days prior to IDP (P=0.037) and was then observed in the PFC-dHIP, Cg-dHIP and PFC-Cg at 23 (P=0.042), 21 (P=0.04) and 18 (P=0.045) days prior to IDP, respectively ( Fig.   7a-d ). The Cg-NAc (P=0.01) and PFC-NAc (P=0.015) were the last connections in which greater high gamma coherence was seen in resilient males, both 2 days prior to IDP (Fig. 7e , f).
Increased theta (6-10 Hz) coherence appeared to be another characteristic associated with male resiliency, specifically between the PFC-NAc and Cg-NAc ( Fig. 2e, f) . With further investigation, we found that theta (6-10 Hz) coherence first increased between the PFC-NAc 16 days prior to IDP (P=0.004) and then subsequently increased between the Cg-NAc on IDP (P=0.003) ( Fig. 7g, h ).
In summary, these results illustrated a sex-specific and time-dependent recruitment of brain regions and pathways associated with stress, that are indicated by specific changes in neural oscillatory systems function. Female resilient animals exhibited an innate elevation in coherence within the dHIP pathways ( Fig 
Discussion
The present study aimed to elucidate sex differences in oscillatory patterns associated with mild chronic stress exposure in rats and the potential of these patterns to serve as early indices of susceptibility to develop depression-like behaviour. We demonstrated that male and female animals exhibited region-dependent differences in stress-induced neurophysiological patterns, with specific patterns predictive of susceptibility. Further, resiliency was not simply associated with a lack of susceptible signatures but manifested with distinct sex-specific innate and stress-induced oscillatory changes. Susceptibility or resiliency to repeated stress exposure was associated with a temporal recruitment of circuits, culminating in system-wide changes that reflected behavioural output.
Consistent with clinical 4, 5 and preclinical 6, 7, 42 reports, in the present study female rats were more susceptible to stress requiring a shorter duration of stress exposure to induce a depression-like phenotype compared to males. Stress-susceptible females could be distinguished from those that were resilient through differences in low frequency activity. Specifically, whereas susceptible females exhibited a system-wide increase in delta power that was concomitant with decreased theta power, the changes in the resilient females were restricted to the dHIP and opposite to that of the susceptible animals, with suppressed delta and increased theta power observed. A similar differentiation between susceptibility and resilience with respect to low frequency power was not apparent in the males, with all animals showing stress-induced increases and decreases in delta and theta, respectively, albeit with the effects more pronounced in the susceptible rats.
The interpretation of these findings is complex as sex differences in neural systems function in MDD have been poorly characterized 41 . Additionally, clinical studies that have examined low frequency activity in MDD report inconsistent findings, possibly reflective of the lack of sex as an inclusive experimental variable. In support of our findings, clinical EEG studies showed increased global or frontal delta activity in MDD patients 43-45 , as well as in women with menopausal depression 46 . With respect to theta oscillations, increased temporal theta and alpha power has been associated with improved mood 47 , whereas a global cortical reduction in theta and alpha power in MDD has been reported 48 . Reduced theta power in the occipito-parietal regions of MDD patients has also been hypothesized to reflect impaired affect regulation and functional connectivity 49, 50 and indeed, cortical theta hypoconnectivity in MDD has been documented 45, 51 . In preclinical studies, a genetic mouse model of depression also showed reduced baseline theta oscillatory power in the prelimbic area of the PFC, which directly correlated with greater freezing time in the tail suspension test 28 . These findings demonstrating a link between reduced theta connectivity and MDD complement our own results showing pathway-specific and temporal increases in innate and stress-induced theta coherence in resilient female and male rats. It should be noted, however, that due to the chosen anatomical placements of our electrodes, important regional changes may not have been captured in the present study.
For example, increased theta and alpha power has been observed in the subguenal Cg (infralimbic PFC of rats) and parietal cortex of depressed individuals 16 . However, reduced left midfrontal alpha hypoactivity, activity traditionally localized to the midfrontal Cg and more in line with our electrode placements, was also reported 16 although theta/alpha asymmetries have yet to be documented in animal model systems of MDD. With consideration of these limitations, this study clearly demonstrated sex differences in CUS-induced low frequency oscillations that were temporally regulated in a region-dependent manner and which could delineate susceptibility from resilience. The notable sex differences in brain function in response to stress responsivity not only emphasizes that the manifestation of depression symptoms in males and females may be mediated by distinct mechanisms, but also critically highlights the need for inclusivity of both males and females in basic and clinical studies if we are to better understand the neuropathology of MDD.
Altered high frequency oscillatory activity was also linked to stress-susceptibility, and more strongly resilience. These changes were sex-specific, with susceptible females displaying reduced high gamma power in the PFC and NAc, resilient females displaying increased gamma frequency power in the PFC, Cg and NAc, and resilient males exhibiting a system-wide increase in high gamma coherence. A role for gamma oscillations in the neuropathology of MDD and antidepressant responsiveness has been repeatedly documented, although to our knowledge sex differences in these measures have not been previously evaluated. Individuals with MDD were shown to exhibit lower resting gamma activity in the rostral Cg compared to healthy individuals 27 , and previous preclinical findings are consistent with our own, showing reduced gamma power in the PFC and NAc being associated with a depression-like phenotype 28, 29 .
Increased resting gamma power in MDD, particularly in the PFC, in response to repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation has been linked to successful remission 30-32 , findings also supported by rodent studies showing that ketamine treatment to healthy rats increased gamma oscillatory activity in the PFC, NAc, amygdala, HIP and thalamus 52, 53 . Similarly, deep brain stimulation-induced normalization of suppressed high gamma coherence in the ventral tegmental area of Flinders rats, a model system of MDD, correlated with improved immobility measures in the FST 54 .
Our findings provide much needed insights into sex-specific, regional and temporal changes that occur in response to stress that emphasize distinct oscillatory markers linked to resilience and vulnerability. In females, we found that at baseline, a greater theta coherence across the dHIP connections could successfully distinguish between animals that were subsequently labeled as resilient and susceptible. Interestingly, 48 hours following stress exposure female stress resilience was accompanied by reduced delta power and increased theta power within the dHIP, with the opposite relationship observed in susceptible females. Notably, the aforementioned increases in gamma power displayed by the resilient females developed after the dHIP low frequency changes were established. Taken together, these findings indicate that the dHIP may function as a fulcrum for female stress resilience, where distinct low frequency alterations may be necessary to initiate events that trigger the observed increases in high frequency power within the PFC, Cg and NAc. In males, our findings suggest that it is the rapid and progressive increase in high gamma coherence in response to stress that contributed to resilience. Once again, resilience was associated with the temporal recruitment of all connections within the putative depression network, beginning first in the dHIP connections. Thus, although the neurophysiological mechanisms may differ, we hypothesize that it is the temporal recruitment of regions initiated by the dHIP that confers protection against stress exposure and the development of a depression-like phenotype.
Given the temporal dynamics of the observed adaptive changes associated with stress exposure, we posit that the neurophysiological responses that confer resilience play a key role in preventing the onset, or minimizing the functional impact, of those oscillatory changes associated with susceptibility, and that the nature of these changes are sex-specific. The importance of these resilience markers is perhaps the most obvious in the male animals where the resilient animals showed robust system-wide elevations in high gamma coherence, yet stable susceptibility markers in animals displaying a depression-like phenotype were not obvious.
Specifically, although susceptible males showed stress-induced increases in delta and reductions in theta power in PFC, Cg and dHIP, the resilient rats followed a similar trend such that there appeared to be no differences between the two groups post-CUS. The only clear susceptibility marker we observed appeared to be a reduction in dHIP high gamma power, an effect opposite to that observed in the resilient males. Conversely, in the absence of resilience markers in female rats, the PFC appeared to be highly vulnerable to stress, being the first structure to exhibit stressinduced reductions in theta power in susceptible animals and these initial changes were soon followed by reduced theta power throughout the network. It is of note, however, that the appearance of many of these discrete susceptibility markers occurred several days prior to the initial expression of depression-like symptoms. This signifies that in females, oscillatory changes in discrete pathways may be insufficient to induce depression-like symptoms, with system-wide changes necessary for behavioural expression of the depression-like phenotype.
Finally, while no stress-induced reductions in NAc theta oscillations were observed in the male rats, female animals showed a significant coupling of baseline theta power in NAc with the immobility measure of behavioural despair, a relationship that strengthened significantly with stress exposure. Further, NAc low frequency power changes were most robust in susceptible females. The NAc has emerged as a critical player in MDD with key preclinical studies showing this region as being important in mediating stress responses in a sex-dependent manner.
Subchronic stress exposure was reported to induce increased DNA methyltransferase 3 expression and enhanced activation of glutamatergic synapses in the NAc of female mice exhibiting a depression-like phenotype, while a more chronic stress protocol was required to induce the same alterations in male mice [55] [56] [57] . Thus, the NAc may mediate the female sensitivity to stress. Molecular markers of stress resilience have also been reported in the NAc 3, 58 . Recently, estrogen receptor a (ERa) was found to be a regulator of pro-resilient transcriptional changes in the NAc in both sexes, however males and females had minimal overlap in ERa downstream targets 58 . Further, an ovarian hormone-mediated upregulation of nuclear factor kB in the NAc was reportedly linked to stress-resilience, and therefore is a female-specific mechanism 3 .
In conclusion, our findings provide critically needed insights into sex-specific adaptive neurophysiological responses associated with stress and identify potential key oscillatory markers of resilience and susceptibility within regions of the depression network. In addition, stress exposure induces the sex-dependent temporal recruitment of circuits that result in the manifestation of depression-like behaviours in susceptible animals. As oscillatory markers of resiliency in both sexes occurred earlier with stress exposure than the changes observed in susceptible animals, we posit that the presence or absence of innate or stress-induced resiliencesignatures is the most critical determinant of an animal's subsequent stress response.
Furthermore, our results highlight that stress influences neural oscillations in a sex-specific manner and as such, the inclusion of sex as an experimental factor and female animals in future clinical and preclinical studies, respectively, should be made a priority if we are to fully elucidate the neuropathology MDD and develop more effective treatments.
Methods

Animals
Adult male and female Wistar rats (Charles River, QC, Canada) weighing 175-225 g at the beginning of the experiment were used. Animals were housed in a temperature-controlled colony room, maintained on a twelve-hour reverse light/dark cycle (0700h lights off; 1900h lights on) with free access to water and food except during specific stages of stress exposure (See Chronic unpredictable stress). Behavioural testing was always conducted during the dark phase of the day-night cycle. Animals were handled daily for a minimum of 6 days prior to the start of the experiment. All procedures were approved by the Animal Care Committee of the University of Guelph and were carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Canadian Council on Animal Care.
Surgeries
Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (5%), administered the analgesic carprofen (5 mg/kg, s.c.) and secured in a stereotaxic frame. Custom electrode microarrays were built using pre-fabricated Delrin templates and polyimide-insulated stainless steel wires (A-M Systems: 791600, 0.008") and were implanted bilaterally into the medial region of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (AP: +3.24 mm, ML: ±0.6 mm, DV: -3.8 mm), the anterior cingulate cortex (Cg) (AP: +1.9 mm, ML: ±0.5 mm, DV: -2.8 mm), the nucleus accumbens (NAc) (AP: +1.9 mm, ML: ±1.2 mm, DV: -6.6 mm) and the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus (dHIP) (AP: -3.5 mm, ML:
±2.5 mm, DV: -2.6 mm). A ground screw was implanted into the skull behind lambda and additional anchor screws were attached to the skull and secured with dental cement. All animals received a second carprofen injection 24 h following surgery and were allowed to recover in their home cage for a minimum of 7 days prior to experiments being performed. To verify electrode placements, lesions were produced using the Pulse Pal v2.0 (Sanworks) to deliver a 30 mv single train pulse through each electrode. Lesions were then visualized post-mortem ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ).
Electrophysiology
All LFP oscillatory recordings (Wireless 2100-system, Multichannel Systems) were performed in awake, freely moving animals in clear plexiglass boxes (18" x 18" x 18"). Baseline recordings were collected 24 h before the beginning of the CUS procedure and throughout the CUS protocol. Recordings were taken 3 times per week for 30 min and sampled at a rate of 1000 samples/s. Routines from the Chronux software package for MATLAB (MathWorks) were used to analyze the spectral power of LFP oscillations in each region and coherence between regions.
Recordings were segmented, detrended, denoised and low-pass filtered to remove frequencies greater than 100 Hz. Continuous multitaper spectral power for the normalized data (to total spectral power) and coherence was calculated for delta (1-4 Hz), theta (> 4-12 Hz), beta (> 12-30 Hz), low gamma (> 30-60 Hz), and high gamma (> 60-100 Hz) unless otherwise stated.
Apparatus and procedures
All female animals underwent vaginal lavage (100-200 µL 0.9% saline) to determine the stage of the estrous cycle prior to all behavioural testing and LFP recordings ( Supplementary   Fig. 3a ). Baseline behaviours were collected prior to surgeries and behaviours were re-assessed weekly throughout the CUS procedure. All behavioural testing was conducted in a non-colony room isolated from external noise.
Forced swim test
The forced swim test (FST) was used to assess behavioural despair. For the pre-test, animals were placed in a plexiglass cylinder with 24 ±1°C water filled to the height of 35 cm for 15 min. Animals were then towel-dried and placed back in their home cage. 24 h after the pretest, animals were once again placed in the water-filled cylinder for 5 min. The water was changed after every animal. For all subsequent tests, the pre-test was not performed. At 5-s intervals, the following parameters were measured: climbing (both front paws breaking the surface of the water while attempting to jump out of the cylinder), swimming (movement of limbs paddling across the water surface) or immobility (passive floating with movements only necessary to keep nose above water). 
Elevated plus maze
Sucrose preference test
The sucrose preference test (SPT) was used to assess anhedonia. Prior to the first test, two bottles of 1% (w/v) sucrose solution were placed in each cage for 24 h, in order for the animals to habituate to the sucrose solution. For the following 24 h, one bottle of sucrose solution was replaced with water. Once habituation was complete, animals were deprived of food and water for 24 h, after which the SPT was conducted. Animals were given two pre-weighed bottles: one containing 1% sucrose solution and one containing water. To minimise egocentric orientation bias, bottles were counterbalanced between cages and switched after every measurement. The two bottles were re-weighed every hour for 3 h. The percent sucrose preference (volume sucrose solution consumed/total volume consumed * 100) was calculated.
Chronic unpredictable stress
All animals were exposed to chronic unpredictable stress (CUS) until half of the rats within each sex exhibited a depression-like phenotype. Animals that developed a depression-like phenotype were labeled as stress-susceptible and were characterized by a minimum 60% increase and 20% decrease from baseline in FST immobility and sucrose preference, respectively (Ho et al., 2017). Conversely, animals that did not show more than a 10% increase or 10% decrease in FST immobility and sucrose preference, respectively, from baseline were labeled as stressresilient. The CUS protocol consisted of various uncontrollable physical, psychological and circadian stressors that were non-debilitating and inescapable. These stressors were: cold (4°C) exposure (1 h), intermittent on/off lights (8 h), cage tilt (30-45°) (8 h), damp bedding (500 mL water, 12-14 h), cold swim (10-13°C, 5 min), reverse light cycle (24 h), and food and water deprivation (24 h). Stressors were given on a random and unpredictable schedule and took place during both the light and dark cycle. The same stressor did not re-occur for at least 48 h and the stress schedules across each week were not identical. Throughout the CUS protocol, LFP recordings were collected 3 times per week and behavioural testing (FST, EPM, SPT) was reassessed weekly (described above).
Statistical analyses
Prior to all analyses, normality was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk test. For all behavioural data, means were analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA with Resiliency as the between subjects factor and Time as the within subjects factor, followed by planned Quantified coherence is presented as mean ± SEM. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was used, unless otherwise indicated. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 compared to resilient, #P<0.05, ##P<0.01, ###P<0.001 compared to baseline. N=8-10/group, 2 electrodes/rat. a, Resilient males were predominantly characterized by a global elevation in high gamma coherence, which was first observed between the NAc-dHIP after 7 days of stress exposure. This increased high gamma coherence then sequentially occurred in all other connections, suggesting that male resilience is dependent on the temporal recruitment of circuits that confers protection against chronic stress exposure. Conversely, susceptible males were largely marked by a lack of within-sex differences. Thus, it may be that markers of resilience are more critical in male stress responses, rather than markers of susceptibility. b, At baseline, resilient females could be distinguished from susceptible females due to their greater theta (6-10 Hz) coherence within dHIP connections. Resilient females also exhibited early low frequency power alterations in the dHIP, as well as increased high frequency power changes. In contrast, susceptible females displayed global increased and decreased delta and theta power, respectively, in addition to reduced theta (6-10 Hz) coherence between the PFC-Cg-NAc circuit. The timeline highlights the temporal dynamic of the adaptive changes in response to stress and that there are specific neurophysiological responses that confer resilience thereby preventing the onset of those oscillatory changes associated with susceptibility. 
